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This is one of the best parts of the work I do is all the
people who come into my life and enrich it.
The weather was varied from the upper 80’s and low
90’s with 95% humidity in Florida to chilly 50’s and
60’s in Georgia. North Carolina was a delightful in
between. I missed autumn all the way around this year.
The three feet of snow that we got in early October,
ended our fall colors before they really got started. Fall
was late in the east and by the time I got to North
Carolina, which I understand had a breath-taking fall,
the colors had faded and the leaves were blowing
away. I still got to see a few late colors and they were
beautiful.

Red Canyon
I Hope everyone had a fabulous Thanksgiving and
that this Christmas will be a time focused on family
love and caring rather than just stuff.
My trip east this year certainly put me in touch with
just how loved and cared for I am. This is such a
blessing. I would like to thank and acknowledge my
hostesses who so graciously arranged my
appointments and provided me with wonderful, loving
care while I was in their homes--Katy Kagan and her
son Justin in Florida and Helen Dumba and her son
Nicholas in Georgia. Nicholas provided all of the
wonderful, organic produce for my meals and the
delicious food that Helen prepared for the group and
the intensive weekend. Linda Lube opened her home
to us so graciously and Aurora Fox hosted our group
in North Carolina. Aurora opened our group with
lovely channeled music by St. Germain. Thank you
all. I could not have done this without your support.
My trip was a great success. I was booked so well that
we moved appointments to the next stop from Florida
and Georgia. I also had a full schedule in North
Carolina. I saw lots of people that I hadn’t seen in a
year or more and met some wonderful new people.

Dorian joined me in Georgia for the intensive and
rode back to Wyoming. The trip home was long (four
days of steady driving). We got home on Thursday
after leaving on North Carolina on Monday. As I write
this we are still in recovery from the road.
I am learning a lot about the changes that are
occurring in our bodies, minds and emotions. St.
Germain is talking more and more clearly about where
we are going and what the changes entail. The most
important factor of all is Love. We have been so long
away from Love in all of the separation. It is the
simplest and most difficult feeling of all. We know
romantic love and exclusive love, but it is now to
remember how to love unconditionally. With all that
is going on on the planet taking the time to pay
attention—“Am I being loving? Could I have been
more patient? Do I lead with my anger rather than
compassion—occasionally, all of the time? Do I feel
the calm that comes from living love for my self? Do I
forgive my mistakes rather than excuse them? Once
angry words are said they can never be erased. Am I
willing to channel my energy into the places of Love
and to pay attention to how my emotions drive my
life? We are so powerful and in Love we literally can
raise the vibrations of this planet into the dimensions
where rich is our Divine inheritance and Love and
well-being are the natural state of affairs.
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It is the discipline of Love that has been missing.
None of the important changes can be made by
control. If they could we would have Ascended long
ago. The blending of Goddess essence to bring the
unbridled power struggles of the masculine mind into
harmony. Male dominance has created a belief that
Love is weak and unsafe. Fear, pain, illness and lack
can only survive where Love is not. Love provides a
connection to the true Magik that we have forgotten in
the pursuit of might and power over.
As we bland with the higher energies we begin to feel
the peace and security that exists in those dimensions.
The flow of mind directed by Love creates an
atmosphere where we are supported in our highest
and best outcomes all of the time.
I believe that I touched into some of this wonderful
essence on my trip. I certainly feel St. Germain’s Love
working in all areas of life on the planet. I observe
people who have no idea about what is going on
making changes that take their lives into new spaces.
Yea, Love!!!!!

Rainbow Center News
Our next group, “You Are Loved for No Reason” will
be December13 at the Rainbow Center, 4th & Lincoln
in Lander.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2009groups.html
St. Germain brings the twelfth and final virtue of our
year long series, Love, for December.
Both CD’s and DVD’s of the virtues are available. If
you purchase the set of twelve virtues you get the sixth
and twelfth ones free.

Linda Lube’s creativity comes to The Rainbow Center
for the Humanities.

“It is the innate desire of the heart to draw the soul
into the pilot’s chair of the personality, knowing that
this unlocks the blueprint of the individual to express
qualities of light stored within them. It is as though we
leave a trail of light and divine sparks as we walk our
life.” ---James of Lyricus
Linda is selling Wingmaker’s CD’s and art prints – see
her ad in the ADS section of the newsletter. Her art is
featured on the follow website.
http://www.pointsoflight.net/linda.html
POINTS OF LIGHT GALLERY
Check out this link:www.pointsoflight.net
The Points of Light Gallery in Asheville, N. C. is now
open as of 9-09-09. For those of you who live in or
near Asheville, N. C. or even those who have to drive
a bit, this is a most amazing place. Go and see for
yourselves if you get the chance.

To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
CD’s of “Realizing and Living the Mystical, Magikal
You” are available for $100 for the set which includes
a meditation.
To order the CD’s of the intensive
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/intensive.html
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ASTROLOGY
FULL MOON
December’s Full Moon falls on the 1-2 in Gemini.
Change is the name of the game as we enter this last
month of 2009--BIG, Bold change coming in at warp
speed! This is the first month in 2009 when there are
no planets in retrograde which just adds to the
energetic “full speed ahead” movement.
Just before the Full Moon occurs on December 1,
Uranus stations to go direct. Uranus is the planet most
associated with big, dramatic change and its direct
motion indicates that we are ready for another
QUANTUM leap forward. Uranus stationed to go
retrograde on July 1. What was going on in your life at
that time? You may find that you pick up the threads
on a higher dimensional plane.
Uranus was named for the Greek God of Chaos.
From his severed genitals was born Venus, the
Goddess of Love and Beauty. There is always a
connection between chaos and creativity. First people
deride changes, then they attempt to destroy the
source of the potential change and finally they act as
though the change was always true--Chaos to
Creativity. We are entering a vast Void filled with
unlimited possibilities. We are fighting the new, the
unknown, yet it becomes more available to us with
every passing moment. It is the unpredictability
inherent in all systems, where small, seemingly
random fluctuations produce momentous changes.
“Predictability: Does the Flap of a Butterfly’s wing in
Brazil Set off a Tornado in Texas?” was the title of a
paper presented by a mathematician Edward Lorenz
to a scientific conference in 1972 (the year that Pluto
entered the Photon belt).These discoveries along with
those of other innovative thinkers. Led to a new
scientific discipline, Chaos Theory, whose principles
pertain to biology and sociology, physics and finance.
Those dynamics, popularly called the “Butterfly
Effect” describe how small shifts can result in largescale effects. Uranus’s station direct reminds us that
each of us is a butterfly—each thought, word and action
contributes to the global weather of our times.
(St. Germain says that if you walk to the edge of the
average aura today you would walk about seven miles.
He also says that a movement of ½ inch here effects
1,000miles in the Universe.) We have lost the concept
of our greatness and our ability to influence the world.
Gemini deals with communication, information and
perception; Sagittarius, with interpretation and

concepts. We are looking at a Quantum leap inspired
by the collective consciousness. The direct
contribution of each individual’s personal shift
activates major change on the planet. This is amplified
by the Sun’s quintile to the Jupiter/Neptune/Chiron
conjunction in Aquarius. A quintile is associated with
the number five as the 360 degree circle is divided by
five to obtain a quintile. Fives always show up when
changes are happening. Five indicts freedom from the
past and the opportunity to experiment with new
concepts. When the pentagram (five pointed star) is
pointed up it indicates spiritual forces. The downward
point has stood for destructive or counter productive
energies. This quintile suggests that if we enlarge our
point of view (Sagittarius) to embrace our common
requirements and interdependence (Aquarius), we can
transform a potentially catastrophic situation into one
the helps our egress into the New Age. There are
many who are clinging to the old ways of doing things
and their fear level is contaminating the planet. Fear
creates destructive outcomes—acid rain, chemical
disasters, disrespect for the planet and the people who
live here. The fear of not enough, the fear of ideas and
beliefs that are different from our own and the fears
that conjure up disease, poverty and separation all
come from a place where love has not been allowed to
enter.
Jupiter and Chiron inspire new vision and remind us
that if we have not acted on the ideas that we felt
inspired to bring about at the beginning of the year it is
time to implement them. Healing happens when we
can forgive our differences and act as a unit, the
human family. Mars forms a susquiquadrate (135
degrees) to Pluto urging tolerance and resolution.
Mars is the lower octave of Pluto and represents
personal drive; Pluto indicates transpersonal
necessities. This aspect requires that we harness our
creativity for the benefit of the whole.
The Sabian symbols for this Full Moon lead us to
explore new spiritual frontiers while keeping ourselves
grounded in physical awareness. The Moon at 11
degrees Gemini: “Newly opened land offers the
pioneer new opportunities for experience; the power
and joy of new beginnings.” The Sun at 11 degrees
Sagittarius: “In the left section of an archaic temple, a
lamp burns in a container shaped like a human body;
the value of the ‘return to the body’ advocated by
modern thinkers in order to balance the stress on
intellectuality and objective consciousness.” This Full
Moon is a catalyst that assists us to release what no
longer serves us in our spiritual and daily affairs. We
are discovering who we have always been. This
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discovery requires that we become something we have
forgotten.
NEW MOON
The New Moon on December 16 aligns closely with
the Galactic Center. Enormous amounts of gamma, xray, infrared and radio waves flow out to affect the
electromagnetic fields of Earth and all of her
inhabitants. This connection with the center of the
Galax icy focalizes these transmissions, elevating our
capacity to grasp the big picture and attune ourselves
to higher, more unified dimensional realities.
Sagittarius, the archetypal Archer, always seeks
answers to the big questions of life--“Where did we
come from? Why are we here? What is the meaning
of all of this?” The New Moon squares, within 2
degrees, the planet Uranus. We are magnetized into
discovering whether our fundamental assumptions
have ever been correct. New relationships and
potentials appear that could never have been allowed
into our frame of reference before. Uranus is the
planet that is most associated with technology, like
computers and Quantum physics. Uranus in Pisces
blurs the lines between science and science fiction,
physical and metaphysical, fact and imagination. What
we could once dismiss as fantasy is becoming more
real every day. The fear of the fictions on the planet
that have lived in rank denial of anything that they
could not see, hear, taste, touch or smell is reaching a
crescendo. The fact that magik has been lumped with
things evil must be reconsidered. A square always
indicates a turning point and we are being drawn into
the next big step. Venus movement to cojoin the Sun
and square Uranus makes it easier for us to integrate
new concepts and approaches.
The Sun and Moon are sextile to the
Jupiter/Chiron/Neptune conjunction in Aquarius.
Sextiles facilitate the exchange of information; in this
case it helps us to expand our understanding and
kinship with others. The fact that this conjunction
occurred last over 5,000 years ago emphasizes the
importance of reaching across traditional borders and
bloodlines to create a global, human family of light.
Jupiter forms its third exact conjunction with Neptune
on December 21 (the first was on May 27, the second
on July 10), encouraging the expression of the highest
ideals of Aquarius—honoring the uniqueness and
rights of each individual while also recognizing our
commonalities and interdependence.

Personal passions are intensified by Mars’
approaching station to go retrograde at 19 degrees 42’
Leo on December 20. Mars only goes retrograde
every 26 months. This retrograde extends the planet’s
time in Leo from its normal six weeks to almost eight
months (October 16, 2009 to June 6, 2010). Leo is the
sign most concerned with creativity and authenticity.
Mars directs us to re-evaluate our goals, question our
strategies, and realign with our higher Self. President
Obama, the Leo, will have a wonderful opportunity
during this transit to demonstrate his true, shining self.
We are confronted in these times by the last ditch
efforts of the old order to intensify what could be
called “the Tower of Bable” effect. The distortions of
truth and the willingness of those who fear change to
cling to what was are dividing the planet. The planets
are calling everyone to see more clearly and to hear
without the confusion of ego. Being creative, rising
above the limits of the passing order and honoring our
own true self, not to the exclusion of others, but to the
acceptance that underneath the facades of illusion we
are all one in spirit means that we get to come home to
ourselves and stop dealing with life from a vantage
point of separation. We must now become full
participants in our own lives, putting ourselves into our
own dream and accepting the love and assistance that
this kind of living brings.
The Sabian symbol for the New Moon at 25 degrees
Sagittarius says that we are still in the very beginning,
awkward stages of learning how to harness new skills
and energies: “A chubby boy on a hobby-horse; the
anticipatory enjoyment of powers one can only as yet
dream of utilizing.” This New Moon urges us to look
deeply at our lives and the choices we are making. The
power of focus—just as a laser can do much more than
a scattered beam of light. When we concentrate on
what we desire, what really matters to us, we can bring
it about. When something, anything leaves your life it
is making room for something far greater and richer to
enter. The old ways have bound us with chains of fear.
We are awakening to the unlimited possibilities of our
Divine potential. There are dimensions that exist right
where we are that we are only beginning to access. We
left those levels of awareness to become explorers into
smallness. We are vast, creative and wondrous. When
those traits of our Divinity are expressed nothing that
this world offered in separation will hold any
attraction.
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CRYSTAL CORNER
This is the time of year when we are actively thinking
about what to purchase as gifts for others and making
a wish list for ourselves. Many times I’ve heard people
say, “If I had the money, I would get that beautiful
crystal ball or geode.” I’ve also observed that if you
truly desire something and believe the way to purchase
it will be provided, it will happen. I’ve faced many
challenges through the years in stocking my business.
First and foremost, I wished to provide inexpensive
crystals for the students in my classes so I stocked
mainly tumbled stones and small points as well as the
less costly wands. Prices never stay the same but these
types of things can still be purchased for little money. I
did find myself wishing for some of the more exquisite
items or high-end crystals just for the enjoyment of
having them around me. So, with great trepidation, I
began to invest in a few of those items. To begin with,
I was sure I would have those things forever (not so
bad!) because nobody would pay that much for a
crystal. But to my surprise, as I learned to empower
other’s prosperity as well as my own, the jewels went to
those who couldn’t do without them. So, if you are
looking for that show piece for your house or business
or just an exquisite small item for your enjoyment, go
for it and celebrate your prosperity!

Who wouldn’t like to have a lotus blossom in pink,
blue or purple? While these are made of leaded
crystal, one is still influenced by the colors and beauty.
These are great on a mirror or light box.

It is said Moldavite promotes prosperity. I have some
awesome Moldavite incense to aid you in creating a
positive space. In the same category, a new item I just
received is called Golden Goddess Wealth Water.
This can be sprayed throughout the house or business
or on oneself. I also have some roll-on oils that
promote different things but the most popular is the
money-drawing oil! So here we have some handy tools
to empower our prosperity.
I’m wishing you a happy and prosperous holiday
season full of joy, love and laughter.

I have some amazing geodes available in Amethyst
and Citrine. Some have Calcite crystals in them and
are a favorite of mine. Check out our unique category
on the website for some one-of-a-kind items. Not for
everyone but surely beautiful to look at.

For those in the area, our open house is scheduled for
December 5th, 10:00-5:00. There is a 15% discount
throughout the store for this event and for those of
you who mention you saw it in this column. We’ll
have refreshments (mom’s baking!) and door prizes.
Come if you are able.
www.eternal-ice.com
800-757-8478
894 Lane 11½ Powell, WY 82435

If you are looking for some different shapes, check out
the obelisks or pyramids. These are available in
several different stones and are wonderful. A variety of
eggs makes a wonderful basket display. Keep in mind
that energy follows the points of an item and with eggs
and spheres the energy is broadcast around the area.
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TAROT TALK

The Kabbalah letter-name for Time/Space is shin,
which literally means tooth. As teeth are sequentially
related, it represents relationships in time and space.
Shin is also associated with the Hebrew words Ruach
Elohim, which means “Holy Spirit”, the life breath. As
the spirit, time/Space represents a breath of fresh air,
the new life that attends the breaking out of old habit
patterns.
The I Ching Hexagram for Time/Space is #57,
Sun/The Gentle.

In nature it is the wind that disperses the gathered
clouds, leaving the sky clear and serene. In human life,
it is the penetrating clarity of judgment that thwarts all
dark hidden motives. (I Ching, p. 220)

Our Card for December is Time/Space. This was
called Judgment in the older decks. The Time/Space
continuum is being altered by the planetary
configurations of these times and by the shifts in
consciousness that these aspects are bringing. In the
voyager deck this card is represented by Xipe Totec,
Aztec “god of spring”. Wearing the skin of a sacrificed
human Xipe represents the new life which comes after
your judgment of death to old karmic patterns that are
self-destructive. The law of karma (the law of laws)
symbolized by Time/Space means that you can direct
the course of your life by examining and altering
psychological and behavioral patterns. You have the
ability to recognize past patterns that affect present
outcomes, which in turn create future potentials. As
with Pertho, Rune of time, karma, synchronicity and
divination, Time/Space symbolizes a total overview of
where you have been, are and are going.
This card is normally associated with Easter and the
resurrection; however, it’s meaning so perfectly fits
into all of the changes that are occurring now on the
planet. The forgiveness of judgment allows us to see
much more clearly where it is that we desire to go for
our future nows. As the “last judgment”, Time/Space
represents a significant Uranian like transition period
in your life.
Time/Space is associated with numerous mythological
figures, for this concept of judging karma is prevalent
in all cultures--Aeacus (Greek), Annukai (Babylonian),
Ch’in (Chinese), Chitragupta (Hindu), Dharma
(Hindu) Horus (Egyptian), Osiris (Egyptian, Thoth
(Egyptian) Tezccetlipoca (Aztec) are just a few.

Time/Space is the number twenty. It represents the
ending of the second cycle and beginning of the third.
It is the departure point in consciousness that indicates
the sowing of new seeds that lead to higher synthesis.
When the judgment card shows up in your reading it
can mean that you are blocking your forward motion
by old, limiting judgments that prevent you from
accomplishing new things. It could indicate that you
are giving too much power to the judgments of others.
(What would they say?) This card requires
examination of current and/or past beliefs that are
outmoded and tend to distort your clear eye to see
where you now would go. Discernment is necessary to
making wise decisions, but when judgment enters into
the picture the ego has just taken over and you will
move in the same tight little circles that have held you
back up to now.
Enjoy the freedom of rising above the ways of
smallness. See from new heights and delight in a life
that moves in simple ways.
St. Germain’s Message
(St. Germain’s message for
the holiday season is short
and simple. Do not let it be
taken lightly. Take the time
to feel his words and digest
them. Read the message
several times and let yourself
integrate the absolute Love
that the Masters are bringing us. God is Love and in
that Love so are we.)
Beloved Masters, we are sending more love to the
Earth all of the time, as you are more and more open
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to receive its uplifting essence. We can only send a
certain amount of love because it can actually trigger
more war and conflict, due to the immense fear that
the ego is bring up to fight the shift into higher
frequencies. You can witness greater levels of
bitterness, judgment and accusation than ever before.
All of this is inspired by the resistance to change. The
body hurts, the mind feels foggy and the emotions are
a roller coaster ride of ups and downs as the ego takes
its last stand in defense of the old habits and
addictions.
Each day we send a little more love into the energies
of Earth and hold the intention that you will embrace
it rather than turn away in doubt. You are loved
beyond comprehension. We tell you this again and
again so that you will begin to accept that it is true.
What you are all resisting is the greater good of the
new becoming.
You are loved for no reason other than that you are.
Love is the healer. Love is the stuff of which all things
are made. When you reject love you set energies of
disintegration into effect. Suddenly, it appears that
more and more people are dying. The fear and grief
of releasing all that is known and stepping into the
unknown is setting up shock waves of emotional
imbalance. Love has always held a balance on Earth
and now more than ever you are called to accept that
you are safe and secure, even if things do not feel
familiar. Time and space are functioning differently.
Things appear to take forever and yet there also seems
to be less time than ever. WHAT YOU MUST
UNDERSTAND IS THE BALANCE OF POWER
IS BEING RETURNED TO YOU. YOU ARE THE
CREATOR OF ALL THAT HAPPENS IN YOUR
WORLD AND YOU BRING IT ABOUT
THROUGH YOUR EMOTIONS OR FEELINGS.
Love is not an emotion. You have been lead to believe
that the butterflies and skyrockets of new love are real.
They are emotionally based and generally unstable
because they are based on something outside of you
(someone else’s reactions to you and the situation).
You are now being shown from deep within yourself
that you are a powerfully, loving creator, capable of
bringing about wonderful things. If that power is used
without love, which it has been for a long time, it calls
forth destruction.
As you allow the increasing love to gently lift you out
of the places of limit, you begin to feel the difference
from the inside out, rather than the other way. As you
grasp the life line of new waves of love you see/feel,
hear/feel and think/feel. The love changes you without
you having to decide how or how much, when or if.

The love mends the broken lines of connection to “I
AM”. The sheer wonder of heightened perceptions
and expanded awareness brings life into a much
sharper, brighter and clearer focus. It is as though you
are seeing life for the very first time ever. You sense
the people around you with the clarity of love that
allows you to care for them deeply without feeling
responsible for them or their actions. You can
understand why they create the way they do and
forgive them rather than judge them. “Am I my
brother’s keeper?” takes on a whole new meaning.
You realize that you were never intended to control
the lives of others, but to lovingly design your own life
in such a way that the outcomes of that life, simply
built, will create even sweeter demonstrations of Love.
This is what you are now remembering. Love is the
most potent guidance that you can have. Love, indeed,
lifts you up.
As you move into 2010, the year of integration, let
Love be your constant companion. Love is not a
snoop or a judge. Love is the best author of your life’s
ongoing that there can be. The holiday season of
giving can be best fulfilled by giving the gift of Love,
truly. Love is not things. Love is support, caring,
consideration, generosity, heart felt allowing and most
of all forgiveness of all that is past.
We bless you in the greatest love and hold you in the
divine unity of Oneness. You are Beloved. Until we
meet again in what ever manner that may be, I bid you
Adieu!
Cherokee Legend
Do you know the legend of the Cherokee Indian
youth's rite of Passage?
His father takes him into the forest, blindfolds him an
leaves him alone. He is required to sit on a stump the
whole night and not remove the blindfold until the
rays of the morning sun shine through it. He cannot
cry out for help to anyone.
Once he survives the night,
he is a MAN. He cannot tell
the other boys of this
experience, because each
lad must come into
manhood on his own.
The boy is naturally
terrified. He can hear all
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kinds of noises. Wild beasts must surely be all around
him . Maybe even some human might do him harm.
The wind blew the grass and earth, and shook his
stump, but he sat stoically, never removing the
blindfold. It would be the only way he could become a
man! Finally, after a horrific night the sun appeared
and he removed his blindfold.

Ranch Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress

It was then that he discovered his father sitting on the
stump next to him. He had
been at watch the entire night,
protecting his son from harm.

Him.

We, too, are never alone.
Even when we don't know it,
God is watching over us,
sitting on the stump beside
us. When trouble comes, all
we have to do is reach out to

Moral of the story:
Just because you can't see God,
Doesn't mean He is not there.
"For we walk by faith, not by
sight."

ADS
Framed Wingmaker prints, 15 of them, for $400.00
plus shipping. And 9 Wingmaker CD's for $40.00
plus shipping. Contact Linda Lube at
LightedLuv@aol.com for more info.
All Limited Edition are printed on fine art water color
paper, hand signed with certificate of authenticity. 16 x
20 Limited Edition Prints - $75 10 x 12.5 Limited
Edition Prints - $45 Special: 15% off for purchases of
2 or more LE prints. Find attached my latest paintings,
such as Mustangs in the Snow - Black Hills Mountain

Lions - Sarras and Arapaho - Spanish Mustang Stallion
Kola Wasté - My Cat - Lakota Elder - and many more.

"Painted Portraits & Visions" www.paintingsbyisa.com
Art Blog: http://www.paintingsbyisa.com/artblog
Follow me on Twitter www.twitter.com/Isa_Kirk
Plenty Star Ranch www.plentystarranch.com

Annalaiya is an iridologist, flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings. Her center,
Wholistic Options, is located at 214 Main in Lander.
Call 307 438- 0927 or 307 332-7861 for appointments
and information.
Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com
Dream Pillows by Linda Emter

intuitlinda@msn.com
Christmas is past, but there are birthdays and
other occasions to give someone special sweet
dreams. Microwave for 35 seconds and place on
sore neck, shoulders, knee, head. Also, place
under bed pillow for Dream Recall.
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Aromatherapy Dream Pillows
$18.00@+S&H
Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
Delores is an excellent website designer who has
an extensive background in web design. She is
very conscientious and works quickly. She is
excellent at problem solving web site situations.
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249
“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113

Front Door Frost
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